In this paper we study C(Z)-endomorphisms of C(X, S3( §)), for X a compact space. The local structure of these endomorphisms is analyzed. We prove the existence of a C(X) -shift, not all of whose fibers are shifts on § 1. Introduction
continuous unitary-valued functions, i.e., for x^X there is a neighborhood N of x and a unitary function U^C(N, 33(£)) such that aicctf.sca^^^dC/y). More recent papers (viz. [8, 9] ) have analyzed the structure of C(Z)-automorphisms of separable continuous trace algebras ; and, even more generally, of C*-algebras of sections of bundles having fibres which are C*-algebras.
In this note we introduce the notion of C(Z)-shifts of C(X, 33(£)). (We shall assume throughout that X is separable.) A *-endomorphism a of C(X, $( §)) which preserves the identity operator / (i.e., I(x}=I, for all x) and satisfies ff(fA)=fff(A) for f^C(X\ shall be called a C(Z)-endomorphism. Letting A=I we obtain a(f}=f.
If a satisfies the additional range property r\v k (C(X, =C(X\ we say that it is a CCX")-shift. For x a point, our definition coincides with that given by Powers [10] for a shift on 93($). In this setting, and under a technical assumption, Powers has shown that the Jones' index [S3($) : 0"(33(£))] (cf. [5] ) is a complete invariant for the outer conjugacy classes of shifts on »(£), [10, Theorem 2.4] .
Although the general structure of C(Z)-shifts on C(X, S3(£)) is far from settled, our results here indicate an interesting interplay between the theory of C(Z)-automorphisms on C(X, S3(£)) and the theory of shifts on 93(£), (cf. [10, 12, 13 
]). In Section 2, we show that [S3(£) : tf *($( §))] is constant on connected component of X, where for x^X, a x is the *-endomorphism on S3($) induced by the equation a(A)(x)=0 x (A(x)), A^C(X, $($)
). In this section we also give an analogue of Lance's theorem on locally inner C(J^)-automorphisms.
In Section 3 we present an example which shows that if a is a C(Z)-shift, then not all of the induced endomorphisms, a x , of S($) need to be shifts themselves. On the other hand, if each a x is a shift it follows easily that a must be as well, Lemma 2.6. §2. The Structure of C(Jff)-Endomorphisms Let a be a C(Z)-endomorphism of 91. Then a is an isometry of 31, which fixes the center, C(X}. By a trivial adaptation of the proof of either [8 We write a x for the unique *-endomorphism of 33(|)) which satisfies a(A)(x) = a x (A(x}), x^X, A^W. We shall write <r= 0 a x . Observe that the *-endomor-phisms a x vary continuously with x in the norm topology. For if then a(A)^C(X, $($)), where A is the constant function A(y)=A, for all so that given x^X and s>0, there is a neighborhood N of x such that ||(j -cj (4) 
Proof. Suppose {fi'.i^N}
is an orthonormal basis for <£) such that for each i, j&N, either a x (ejj)ft=Q, or / t .
Let r7 y eS3($) be defined as in (1). Since \\U y \\ = l, it suffices to show that y-^U y f is continuous for / a finite linear combination of elements of the basis ; for the same reason, we may assume that /=/*, for some i^N.
Choose / such that ff x (e jj ')f=f; then Proof. For any Y such that 0<7<1, let N be a neighborhood of x such that \\ffy(e n )-ff x (e 11 )\\<T, for all y^N. Let P (respectively, Q) be the projection given by P(y)=a x (e n ) (resp., Q(y)=ff y (e ll )) for all y^N. In what follows we shall show that under some restrictions the preceding result may be strengthened in the sense that the U y may be chosen to vary continuously in norm for y^N, (Theorem 2.8). This result is inspired by a similar result obtained by Lance, [7] , for C(Z)-automorphisms, which was described in Section 1. We have also adapted some of the techniques of that proof. Definition 2.2. Let a=®a x be a C(Z)-endomorphism of C(X, »(£)), and let p be a state of S3($). We say that p is cr-invariant if p°ff x = p for all Throughout the remainder of this section we assume the existence of a pure normal state p on 33(£) which is (T-invariant. We shall also assume that a x is a shift on 83(|>), for each x^X.
In this situation, we have the following structure theorem of Powers, [10 
For ^4eS3($), a x (A)= V x v x (A)V^, so V x <â x ($8i($))'=BI, where we use the notation of Theorem P. Taking U y =V y V*, (i) still holds and U X =I.
From Theorem P we may identify 83(£) as the weak closure of the tensor product B^Bz®-". By making the identification B k =B j} for all k, j each B k may be viewed as acting on the same n-dimensional Hilbert space $ 0 with orthonormal basis {/!, •••, /"}. If E k is the minimal projection of B k for which p(E k )=l, then G x (E k }=E k+l , and we may assume E k f 1 =f 1 , for all k. We then view «£) as the Hilbert space tensor product ®$ 0 , having orthonormal basis the vectors fj^f^®--for which all but finitely many indices j' k are l(see [4] ).
If \\Uy-7||-AO as y-*x in N, there is an orthonormal sequence {h m } in © which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.7. From the finite-dimensionality of €>o we may assume that there is a unit vector /e|) 0 ). It would be interesting to pursue these results, which are analogous to the automorphism case, to determine more information about the structure of the unitaries (U l \ implementing a.
§ 3. An Example of a Shift
In this section we present a counterexample to the converse of Lemma 2.6. We verify the existence of a C(Z)-shift a-© a x , where X is a closed interval x<=X in R, for which each a x is a *-endomorphism of S3($), of index n 2 <o°, but not all a x 's are shifts on $(£).
We fix some notation. As above, let B k , k^N\j{Q}, be copies of M n (C} acting on C n , with orthonormal basis {Q lf ••• , Q n }. Let {e\ 3 \ l<i, j<n} be matrix units for B k satisfying e\jQ p =d-lp Q l .
For convenience, write Q-Qi. C is the UHF algebra (g) B k of type n°°. This algebra acts on the Hilbert <7 0 is not a shift on 33(£); in fact, it is easy to verify that B Q = C\ tf*(S3(£)).
As in [11] we define an action on 81 of the discrete group S(oo) of permutations of ^VU{0} fixing all but finitely many elements. We define this action by setting (rs)e k pq (rs)=e k pq, if k^=r and k^s, and (rs)e r pq (rs)=e* pq , for transpositions (rs) in 5(oo) 0 It is straightforward to show that (rs) is inner; in fact, we may take (rs) to be the (self-adjoint) unitary element S 2 e r vq?\T> (cf . [11] ).
p=l g=l Definition 3.1. Let T be the transposition (01). For t^R, let U t be the unitary operator e~" exp(zYT). More generally for ^eiV, letT*=(0^), and C7 fe ,c Lemma 3.L The following conditions hold for the operators defined as above : We shall show that a is in fact a C(JT)-shift. This is achieved through the series of lemmas below. 
where £k,j=T k+1 g k ,j. Each summand of fi fi7 has ,0 in the first tensorand, and has Qj in the (jfe+l)st tensorand.
It is now straightforwad to verify that fa+i.^'cosCOe*,,, K/^n, and (7.1) £* + i.i=e*.i-isin(02£i.,, 
